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DANCE, OR THEATER CLASS
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INCORRECT TODAY

Dramatically Incorrect
Theater Group - Dance Company

PRESENTS

DOG SEES GOD:

CONFESSIONS OF A
TEENAGE BLOCKHEAD
By Bert V. Royal

Directed By
Paul Gymziak

Please Be Advised: This show is not suitable for
children, and contains crass language, violence,
sexual situations, and drug use.

Become a Season advertiser in our programs!
Become a Dramatically Incorrect Member!
Contact us at info@DITGDC.org

The videotaping or other video or audio recording of
this production is strictly prohibited.

Coming Soon

GET YOUR TICKETS TODAY!

AUDITION WITH US!
Now through February 15th:
Virtual Audition Submissions for
the Musical Firebringer!

Cast & Crew
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Beethovan ........................................................ Michael Godin
Marcy ............................................................
Tricia

Gino Isidro

................................................................. Jessica Wells

Van's Sister

.......................................................... Sara Landry

Crew Members

Director

........................................................... Paul Gymziak

Stage Manager ...................................................Michelle Kelly
Graphic Design ..................................................... Sara Landry
Set Designer .............................. Paul Gymziak and Mic Godin
Technical Editor
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Scenes
Act One

Scene 1: Dear Pen Pal
Scene 2: Canis Exequiae
Scene 3: Nirvana
Scene 4: Where Swine Live
Scene 5: The Pianist and the Platypus
Scene 6: Spork
Scene 7: A Segue I Suppose
Scene 8: The Viper's Nest
Scene 9: Drama
Scene 10: You're Invited!
Scene 11: Nocturne
Scene 12: The Hangover
Scene 13: Fire Is Bad
Scene 14: Our Sister of Mercy
Scene 15: Salisbury Steak
Scene 16: Warsaw War Song
Scene 17: Mal Di Luna
Scene 18: Taphephobia
Scene 19: Peer Counseling
Scene 20: Changing Evolution
Scene 21: Brothers and Sisters
Scene 22:

Cast Biographies
Leo Duke
as CB
Leo Duke (CB) is an Actor and Singer from NH, and has
been performing in New England for the past 7 Years
with Various Theatre Groups. This is his fifth show with
Dramatically Incorrect (previous roles include Aladdin in
Twisted, Freddie in Noises Off, and Mr. Boddy in Clue). His
favorite Roles outside of DITGDC include Professor
Callahan in Legally Blonde: The Musical, Chip in The 25th
Annual Putnam County Spelling Bee, and The Baker in Into The Woods, for
which he was nominated for a NH Theatre Award. Outside of theatre, Leo is
studying Music Performance at The University of Massachusetts in Lowell. He
is also the lead singer of the up-and-coming hard rock and metal band,
Crimson Wing, who are planning the release of a full length album, and a
tour in Summer 2021. CB is one of his favorite roles in theatre, and he cannot
wait to see the final product of this production! He hopes you all enjoy it!

Olivia Avery
as CB's Sister
Olivia Avery (CB’s Sister) is so stoked to be making her
DITGDC debut in this production! Olivia is a full time
teacher, part time graduate student, and a long time
actress. Recent stage credits include: Wednesday
Addams (The Addams Family Musical); Sophia Sheridan
(Mamma Mia!); Patient Griselda/Nell (Top Girls) and
Antonia (Much Ado About Nothing). She cannot wait to
continue performing with this company! Give a follow to her Facebook page,
Olivia Avery (@officialoliviaavery).

Connor Forbes
as Clifford Anderson
Connor (Van) is very excited to be doing his sixth
consecutive show with DITGDC. Some favorite past roles
include Clifford in Deathtrap, Tim in Noises Off, Andy in
Flashdance, Klepto Boy in High Fidelity, and himself in
The Complete Works Of William Shakespeare (abridged).
He would like to thank his biggest fan, Julia, for all of her
love and support, as well as his friends and family for
helping him stay somewhat sane.

Cast Biographies
Colin J Malette
as Matt
Colin J Malette (Matt) is a rubber-faced, local community
theatre performer. He wants a dog more than anything in
the world and is crippled by existentialism. He has trouble
eating cereal with marshmallow bits because do you save
the marshmallows for last or balance the ratio with every
scoop; it’s anxiety inducing. You may recognize him from
getting a flu shot at the office he works at, but it’s unlikely.
Hug hard and hug often.

Michael Godin
as Beethoven
Mic is proud to be playing the role of “Beethoven”! His
favorite roles with DITGDC have been “Turk” in “Holy
Ground” and “Mr. Green” in “Clue!”. Mic is honored to have
been a part of this show and to have been able to work
along side such incredible talents! He is looking forward
to future endeavors and hopes everyone breaks legs!

Gino Isidro
as Marcy
Gino Isidro (Marcy) - is so excited to be making his debut
at DITGDC! Previous roles include, Pepper in MAMMA MIA,
Rocky in THE ROCKY HORROR PICTURE SHOW, Bell Boy
in TITANIC: THE MUSICAL, and Emmett in LEGALLY
BLONDE THE MUSICAL. Thank you again to his entire
family and friends, and little Clara Belle for all their love
and continued support.

Cast Biographies
Jessica Wells
as Tricia
Jessica Wells - Tricia. Jessica is thrilled to be making her
debut with DITGDC. Some past roles include Bonnie in
Anything Goes, Susan in Title of Show, Estelle in Full
Monty, and Lucy in You’re A Good Man Charlie Brown.
Jess would like to dedicate this performance to her little
family who are always supporting her dreams.

Sara Landry
as Van's Sister
Sara Landry is honored to be in the role of Van's Sister in
Dog Sees God. The messages in this show are ones that
hit close to home and she is glad to take part in
something to so important. Sara is honored to be able to
work with theaters around Massachusetts and New
Hampshire this past year especially in the time of Covid19. Some of her past credits include RENT (Maureen), Into
the Woods (Witch), Noises Off (Brooke/Vicki), and Clue (Miss Scarlett). Sara is
delighted to work safely alongside her friends both new and old in this
production. She sends a special thanks to her partner Phil Laks and all of the
quality time they spend together during the pandemic. He is the silver lining.
Please support the arts by attending online shows and doing your part to
end the pandemic.

Director Letter
I am extremely proud of this production, especially with the set and creativity
that was put into this show. Dramatically Incorrect is moving from stage to
screen and each person who is taking on a new role both on and off the
stage. The quality of the cast and crew is outstanding, and I thank each of
you.
This touching show has more self production than what is seen on the screen;
Dog Sees God does a great job of connecting with each of us personally,
whether it be from high school memories or ones more recent. While our
rehearsals did not have nearly the amount of drama or sadness the show
carries, the cast and crew were always stepping up with determination to
make this a powerful and meaningful show.
When the covid-19 pandemic hit, it was just before Dramatically Incorrect was
to perform Twisted: An Untold Story of a Royal Vizier. Everyone was perplexed
on how to perform in the future. Dramatically Incorrect is nothing if not
persistent and driven to bring arts to the community. Dramatically Incorrect
did virtual cabarets, original one-acts, and even rehearsals for future shows.
Over time and with testing, a few DITGDC members were able to begin to see
each other at the studio with masks, enhanced sanitization, and proper
distancing.
The health risks associated with Covid-19 are no joke, and we do not take it
lightly. Because of that, the cast has gone through self-quarantining, being
tested, symptom monitoring, wearing masks until performance, using
copious amounts of sanitizer, and most importantly being forthright with
plans to travel out of quarantine. The cast has become extended family since
they are the only people that are seen regularly outside of their household.
Enjoy our show and thank you all for supporting the arts and Dramatically
Incorrect. Without you we would not be where we are today.
Please sit back and enjoy tonight's performance of Dog Sees God.
Paul Gymziak

President & Founder, DITGDC
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